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Cholera Epidemics of the Past Offer New Insights Into an
Old Enemy
Matthew Phelps,1 Mads Linnet Perner,1 Virginia E. Pitzer,2 Viggo Andreasen,3 Peter K. M. Jensen,1 and Lone Simonsen1,3
1Copenhagen

Center for Disaster Research, Department of Public Health, Faculty of Health and Medical Sciences, University of Copenhagen, Denmark; 2Department of
Epidemiology of Microbial Diseases, Yale School of Public Health, New Haven, Connecticut; and 3Department of Science and the Environment, Roskilde University, Denmark

Background. Although cholera is considered the quintessential long-cycle waterborne disease, studies have emphasized the
existence of short-cycle (food, household) transmission. We investigated singular Danish cholera epidemics (in 1853) to elucidate
epidemiological parameters and modes of spread.
Methods. Using time series data from cities with different water systems, we estimated the intrinsic transmissibility (R0).
Accessing cause-specific mortality data, we studied clinical severity and age-specific impact. From physicians’ narratives we established transmission chains and estimated serial intervals.
Results. Epidemics were seeded by travelers from cholera-affected cities; initial transmission chains involving household members and caretakers ensued. Cholera killed 3.4%–8.9% of the populations, with highest mortality among seniors (16%) and lowest
in children (2.7%). Transmissibility (R0) was 1.7–2.6 and the serial interval was estimated at 3.7 days (95% confidence interval,
2.9–4.7 days). The case fatality ratio (CFR) was high (54%–68%); using R0 we computed an adjusted CFR of 4%–5%.
Conclusions. Short-cycle transmission was likely critical to early secondary transmission in historic Danish towns. The outbreaks resembled the contemporary Haiti outbreak with respect to transmissibility, age patterns, and CFR, suggesting a role for
broader hygiene/sanitation interventions to control contemporary outbreaks.
Keywords: cholera; epidemiology; historical epidemics; R0; transmission patterns.
Cholera remains a major cause of morbidity and mortality
worldwide, with an estimated 2–3 million cases and >100 000
deaths each year [1]. Some strains of toxigenic Vibrio cholerae
can result in explosive outbreaks when introduced into immunologically naive populations with poor sanitary infrastructure,
as was evident in the devastating 2010 cholera epidemic in Haiti
after the earthquake disaster [2–4].
Mathematical modeling of the spread and health impact of
cholera is a key effort to guide policy makers and intervention
planners about the projected impact of interventions, such as
vaccinations, in contemporary outbreaks [5–7]. Despite this
public health importance, key aspects of cholera disease dynamics, such as the serial interval, transmissibility (R0), and the
relative importance of short-cycle (locally mediate via food or
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household water) transmission vs long-cycle (environmentally
mediated) transmission, contain a large amount of uncertainty
or remain unresolved [8]. The high-quality epidemiological
data needed to address these uncertainties are often lacking,
especially in outbreak situations [6].
To fill this data void, we investigated data from an underutilized source: 19th-century cholera epidemics in Europe.
Denmark provides an excellent source as its population was
not exposed to cholera, likely due to a quarantine at the Danish
coast [9]. Finally, in 1853, a year after the quarantine was lifted,
a single and catastrophic outbreak hit the nation, including
Copenhagen. The outbreaks were largely unmitigated, as contemporary physicians had no effective medical treatment and
the miasmic theory was the dominant paradigm for cholera
transmission.
Here we qualitatively and quantitatively analyze the Danish
cholera experience. For a detailed analysis, we focused on the
cholera experience in 2 cities in 1853 (Copenhagen and Aalborg)
and 1 city in 1857 (Korsør), which experienced their singular
epidemic with a delay. Copenhagen (population 138 030) was a
large city mostly confined behind city walls with a high population density, whereas Aalborg (population 8621) and Korsør
(population 2258) were smaller towns. These were chosen
because they all experienced substantial epidemics with large
death tolls in the period of a few months and had daily morbidity and mortality counts, along with corresponding census data
and information about water systems and other characteristics.
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All 3 settings experienced 1 large unmitigated epidemic, providing a unique opportunity to characterize the natural course
of cholera epidemics in populations that had never encountered
cholera before. Additionally, narrative accounts of individual
patients’ illnesses and transmission chains from towns across
the country allow for an assessment of transmission pathways
early in each outbreak setting and for empirical estimates of the
serial interval.
METHODS
Cholera Surveillance, All-Cause Mortality, and Demographic Data

Time series of daily cholera morbidity and mortality counts by
age and sex were obtained from datasets compiled by contemporary physicians in 3 towns and cities in Denmark: Copenhagen
and Aalborg in 1853 and Korsør in 1857 [10–12]. The case definition used by the physicians at the time defined cholera cases
as patients with rice-water diarrhea and evidence of severe dehydration [10]. This case definition is stricter than the one used
by the World Health Organization that includes anyone with
acute watery diarrhea in a cholera-infected area [2].
To provide epidemiological context to the outbreaks, we acquired cause-specific mortality data for the surrounding years
for Copenhagen. We also obtained age-specific population data
for Copenhagen, Aalborg, and Korsør (Supplementary Text 1).
Transmission Chains and Estimation of Serial Interval

Transmission chains, modes of transmission, seeding events,
and risk factors in the first week of the outbreak were ascertained from physicians’ descriptions of the first generations of
cases, including the arrival of the index cases, symptom onset,
dates of symptom onset among secondary cases, cholera exposure history, and relationships between cases (Supplementary
Text 2) [10, 13, 14]. To estimate the serial interval, we identified
“pairs” of cholera cases for which we could establish a highly
probable chain of transmission and for which we knew the
symptom onset date. We computed observed serial intervals by
subtracting the symptom onset date of the primary case from
that of the secondary case(s). We fit a Weibull distribution to
the observations to calculate the mean and used bootstrapping
to estimate a 95% confidence interval (CI).
Transmissibility: Computing the Basic Reproductive Number

The basic reproductive number (R0) is defined as the expected
number of secondary infections produced by a primary infection in a fully susceptible population. The R0 values and 95%
CIs were estimated using 2 analytical methods: the exponential
growth approach [15] and a maximum likelihood method [16].
These methods were implemented in R using the package “R0”
[17] and the serial interval was derived from the transmission
chain data. To estimate the period of the epidemic over which
exponential growth took place, we visually inspected the data
and used the deviance-based R2 statistic to choose the best time
642 • JID 2018:217 (15 February) • Phelps et al
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window [17]. These estimates were compared with an empirical
estimate derived from the transmission chain narrative data.
Case Fatality Ratio

We estimated the case fatality ratio (CFR) in 2 ways. First, we
estimated the CFRsevere as the reported number of deaths over
the reported number of cases according to the strict case definition for cholera (severe dehydration and rice-water diarrhea)
used during the outbreaks. As the case definition only included
severe cases, we next computed the CFR for all cholera infections
(CFRAR). We used the following relation between the R0 and the
number uninfected, S, at the end of the epidemic, S = e − R0 (1− S)
[18], to compute the overall population attack rates (ARs),
including less severe and asymptomatic cholera infections. This
relation assumes that nonreported infections, including mild
and asymptomatic cases, conferred immunity for the duration of
the outbreak [19], and the epidemics were limited by the depletion of susceptible hosts rather than intervention efforts.
Water Systems and Sanitation

To put the cholera epidemics in the context of water and sanitation at the time in each setting, we searched the Danish archives
for information on drinking water supply and sanitation for
Copenhagen, Aalborg, and Korsør (Supplementary Text 1). All
houses/buildings in the 3 towns/cities had bucket latrines and
cesspools for human waste, which was occasionally removed
and used as agricultural fertilizer. The main water source for
Copenhagen’s population was an extensive wooden-pipe network bringing water from both local and more distant lakes to
the city. Neither of the 2 smaller cities had a water-pipe network; rather, residents of Aalborg obtained water from small
local streams, while those in Korsør utilized a nearby lake.
Nationwide infant mortality (<1 year old), as a proxy measure
of sanitary conditions, was high, estimated at approximately
150 per 1000 births [20].
Data were tabulated from original sources and maintained in
Excel files. All statistical analysis was done using R 3.3.1 software [21].
RESULTS

The Danish cholera epidemics were characterized by a singular
late-summer severe outbreak in each town and city. The epidemic periods ranged from midsummer to midautumn in all
locales (Figure 1). In both Korsør and Aalborg, the epidemic
proceeded rapidly following the first known case in early August.
For the larger city of Copenhagen, the epidemic appeared to last
longer; however, individual neighborhoods experienced outbreaks of similar duration and intensity to Korsør and Aalborg
(Supplementary Figure 1). The outbreak duration was around
1 month in all 3 settings, regardless of the existence of municipal water infrastructure. In terms of severity, the cholera experience was the deadliest epidemic for decades in Copenhagen,
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Figure 1. Daily cholera case incidence and seasonality of outbreaks in 3 cities. Copenhagen was an amalgamation of smaller, neighborhood-scale outbreaks, the most
severe of which is shown here. Data for Copenhagen neighborhoods were aggregated to the weekly level and represent average daily incidence for each week. Mortality
counts from the Broad Street outbreak in London (1854) are included as the dashed line as reference.

with 4663 deaths attributed to cholera, representing 68% of all
deaths registered in 1853. The epidemic stands out as a catastrophic event in Copenhagen, which experienced almost a
10-fold increase in all deaths during the peak months of the
outbreak (Supplementary Figure 2).
Point estimates of R0 were similar in the 3 cities, ranging from
1.7 in Copenhagen to 2.6 in Korsør (Figure 2). In all towns, the
exponential growth method of R0 estimation produced slightly
higher point estimates. While the CIs for the 2 methods overlapped in Aalborg and Korsør, in Copenhagen they did not.
The results align with the empirically derived R0 estimate of 1.8
(95% CI, 1.3–2.3).
Based on the strict case definition for cholera (severe dehydration and rice-water diarrhea), the incidence rate of severe
cholera ranged from 5.2% (95% CI, 5.1%–5.4%) in Copenhagen
to 11.2% (95% CI, 10.1%–12.5%) in Korsør (Table 1). The
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Figure 2.

The reproductive number (R0) in 3 Danish cities.

cumulative mortality ranged from 3.4% in Copenhagen to 8.9%
in Korsør. The case fatality ratio among severe cases (CFRsevere)
was 66% (95% CI, 64%–67%) in Copenhagen and 68% (95% CI,
59%–78%) in Korsør. Using the R0 estimates above, we calculate
the final epidemic size for Copenhagen to be 65%–78% of the
total population and a resulting CFRAR of 4%–5%.
In terms of age breakdown, most registered cholera cases
and deaths were in adults. Increasing age was associated with
increasing cholera morbidity and mortality rates in all 3 locations. In Copenhagen, 16.7% of all seniors aged ≥70 years
died of cholera, while in Aalborg and Korsør this figure was
20.1% and 32.7%, respectively (Figure 3A). Conversely, only
2.7% of children <5 years old in Copenhagen died. Although
younger age groups had lower morbidity and mortality rates,
cholera was still the leading cause of death in 1853 for all age
groups ≥10 years, explaining 73% of all deaths that year in the
age group 30–39 years, for example (Figure 3B). Across the 3
cities, sex was not consistently a risk factor in any age group
(Supplementary Figure 3A and B).
In addition to age, we found that socioeconomic status (SES)
was a risk factor for cholera. In an analysis of data from 4 neighborhoods of Korsør (population 2013), the area of lowest SES
had higher rates of morbidity and mortality than the wealthiest SES quarter. Compared to the wealthiest quarter of town,
the odds of cholera illness and death in the lowest SES quarter
were 3.0 (95% CI, 2.0–4.3) and 3.2 (95% CI, 2.2–4.7), respectively (Table 2).
From the physician’s narratives, we identified 44 transmission
events and 13 index cases with known travel history and disease
onset in 13 towns across Denmark. The index case in each town
was typically a sailor, merchant, or other traveler arriving by
ship or land from another cholera-affected country or Danish
city. Secondary cases occurred in immediate contacts, such as
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Table 1.

Summary Statistics

Characteristic

Copenhagen

Year
Population
Cumulative cases

Aalborg

Korsør

1853

1853

1857

138 030

8621

2258

7219

759

294

Cumulative incidence, % (95% CI) 5.2 (5.1–5.4) 8.8 (8.2–9.4) 13.0 (11.5–14.5)
Cumulative deaths
Cumulative mortality, %
CFR, % (95% CI)

4737

409

3.4

4.7

8.9

54 (49–59)

68 (59–78)

66 (64–67)

201

Abbreviations: CFR, case fatality ratio; CI, confidence interval.

household members, hospital attendants, and other caretakers.
Of the 44 transmission events, transmission within households
accounted for 24 (55%) events, within hospitals for 16 (36%),
within the communities for 3 (7%), and 1 (2%) could not be
determined (Figure 4). A total of 22 events contained enough
information to establish a serial interval; these ranged from 1

A

DISCUSSION

In our analysis of unique epidemiological data from 19th-century Danish cholera outbreaks, we have delineated key aspects
of cholera transmission dynamics. While others have conducted

Korsør morbidity rate

50

Korsør mortality rate
Aalborg morbidity rate

40
Rate per 100 people

to 10 days (Supplementary Table 1). The serial interval distribution had a mean of 3.7 days (95% CI, 2.9–4.7 days).
As reported in final health reports, the cases clustered in
some households while other households avoided infection.
Contemporary physicians were divided; many were miasmatics
and believed in the dangers of bad air/smells and the “spontaneous” eruption of cholera; this was the case in Aalborg, Korsør,
and Copenhagen. Other physicians believed cholera was contagious and practiced isolation of cholera patients. No effective
medical treatment, such as oral rehydration salts, was available at
the time. Rather, it is likely that some of the treatments, including
steam baths, administration of opiates, and/or recommendations
to take laxatives, exacerbated patients’ conditions [22].
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Figure 3. Cholera morbidity and mortality (A) disaggregated by age for 3 Danish cities and the proportion of all deaths (B) in Copenhagen, 1853, attributed to cholera
disaggregated by age.
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Table 2.

Socioeconomic Status and Cholera Outcomes by Neighborhood

Population

Mean House
Valuea

No. of Cases

No. of
Deaths

Morbidity Rate
(95% CI)

Mortality Rate
(95% CI)

CFR, %

OR for Infection

High

717

8647

58

35

0.08 (.06–.10)

0.05 (.03–.06)

60

Ref

NA

Middle-high

589

2264

80

56

0.14 (.11–.17)

0.10 (.07–.12)

70

1.8 (1.2–2.6)

.0015

Middle-low

348

1807

59

42

0.17 (.13–.21)

0.12 (.08–.16)

71

2.3 (1.6–3.4)

<.0001

Low

359

992

74

51

0.21 (.16–.25)

0.14 (.10–.18)

69

3.0 (2.0–4.3)

<.0001

2013

NA

271

184

0.13 (.12–.15)

0.09 (.08–.10)

68

NA

NA

SES Grouping

Totals

P Value

Abbreviations: CFR, case fatality ratio; CI, confidence interval; NA, not available; OR, odds ratio; SES, socioeconomic status.
aHouse

value listed in 1853 Danish krone.

was extensive in the early stages of the outbreaks and played
an important role in kindling the epidemics. While long-cycle
(environmentally mediate) transmission undoubtedly plays a
role in cholera transmission, our contribution joins previous
research in highlighting the importance of looking broader
than long-cycle transmission in epidemic settings [26–30].
Regarding primary transmission, we have demonstrated the
cholera index case was typically a traveler arriving by ship or foot
from an outbreak area where he or she was recorded as recently
caring for cholera-infected relatives in other towns. This is in

detailed epidemiological studies of 19th-century cholera outbreaks in several European cities [23–25], ours is the first to do
so in an immunologically naive population, similar to populations in the wake of modern disaster settings such as the cholera
outbreak in Haiti in 2010. What we found in the historic Danish
data is likely representative of what took place in European
and North American cities and towns during the 19th century,
at least in their first encounter with cholera (as most of these
settings had multiple cholera outbreaks during 1830–1900).
We further postulate that short-cycle (local) transmission

Ko-1 arrives by ship from
Glückstadt (Germany)

Ho-1 arrives from
Aarhus

Ho-1

Qv-1 arrives as a visitor
in the town

Gu-1 arrives from
Aalborg
Qv-1

Ko-1

Gu-1
Qv-5

Ho-2
Qv-2
Gu-2

Ko-2

Qv-4
Qv-3

Gu-3

Ho-3

Transmission
route

Ko-5

Ko-3
Ko-4

Ba-1 is household servant

Ka-1 arrives home
from traveling

Hospital

Ba-1

Od-1, Od-2 and Od-3 arrive
on the same ferry

Household

Ka-1

Community
Ba-2

Ka-2

Ferry

Ba-3

Ka-5

Od-1

Ka-4

Sv-1 is sailor who arrives from
Copenhagen and is put in poorhouse
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Cph-1 is shipbuilder
who is admitted to hospital
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Od-3
Su-1 is vegetable seller in
Copenhagen
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Od-4
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Sv-6

Su-1

Cph-5
Cph-3

Cph-4

Sv-3
Sv-4
Su-2

Su-3

Sv-5
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Figure 4. Transmission chains and modes. Solid lines indicate known transmission paths. Dotted lines indicate all possible transmission paths if one single path was not
determinable.
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line with the mechanism of intercatchment transport of cholera
described in some contemporary settings [31–33], but stands in
contrast to environmental aquatic reservoirs others have proposed [34]. This highlights the need to distinguish transmission
due to human mobility from environmental mechanisms when
investigating primary transmission in contemporary outbreaks.
In terms of secondary transmission, we have shown that
close personal contact was a risk factor in the early phase of
each epidemic across multiple towns and cities in Denmark.
We base this assessment on the following findings: First, narrative reports of the first generations of transmission chains
in multiple settings describe transmission from patient to
caregivers or household members. This is very different
from the point-source epidemic pattern of waterborne cholera outbreaks—for example, in Broad Street, London in 1854
[23]. Rather, the Danish transmission chains and evidence of
household clustering are more reminiscent of epidemiology of
Ebola reported in the 1976 and 2014 outbreaks, where transmission occurred following close contact with very ill or dead
Ebola patients or their belongings [35]. Second, we found the
epidemic curves to be similar in all settings despite differing
sources of fresh water in each locale (municipal-wide water
pipes in Copenhagen city neighborhoods and streams and
lakes for Aalborg and Korsør). These stood in contrast to the
epidemic curve for the Broad Street epidemic, in which the
peak was reached in a matter of a few days (Figure 1) [23].
The Danish cholera epidemics further resembled each other
regarding age pattern, outbreak duration, and transmissibility
parameter R0.
Table 3.

Comparing the historic Danish with the contemporary
Haitian cholera outbreak experiences reveals that apparent differences in clinical severity are largely explained by differing
case definitions and modern treatment programs. Both populations were immunologically comparable prior to the outbreaks as no previous population exposure was recorded. The
crude CFR estimate of 66% in Copenhagen and 42%–65% in
other European settings [36, 37] would at first suggest that the
historic epidemics were clinically far more severe than Haiti,
where the cumulative CFR over the first 4 months was measured at approximately 2% [2] (Table 3). Indeed, there is evidence the historic classical O1 Vibrio cholerae type circulating
in the 1850s [38] was more virulent than the contemporary El
Tor biotypes in Haiti [39]; however, this alone is unlikely to
explain the dramatic difference seen in the CFR between the 2
settings. Importantly, the Danish physicians used a stricter case
definition than what was used in Haiti. Thus, to get a comparable estimate we used our measured R0 to estimate the total size
of the epidemic, and from that computed the CFR based on
the estimated attack rates (CFRAR) to be 4%–5% in the Danish
historic setting, suggesting a similar magnitude of clinical
severity in both settings. The effectiveness of modern medical
treatment, including oral rehydration salts, intravenous resuscitation, and the use of antibiotics, is evidenced by comparing
the CFR of severe cases in Copenhagen (66%) with the CFR
of hospitalized cases in Haiti (~4% initially and dropping to
~0.5% after 1 year) [40].
To calculate the CFRAR, we needed estimates of R0 values.
A previous analysis of 19th-century European cholera outbreak

Comparison of Key Metrics in Cholera Outbreaks in Historic and Contemporary Settings

Location
Year
R0 (95% CI)a

Stockholm [36]

Aalborg

Copenhagen

Oslo [37]

Korsør

Haiti

1834

1853

1853

1853

1857

2010–2011

NA

1.9 (1.7–2.1)

1.9 (1.9–2.0)

NA

2.6 (2.2–3.1)

1.8 (1.6–2.0)b [41]

8.1 (7.9–8.2)

8.8 (8.2–9.4)

5.2 (5.1–5.4)

5.1 (4.9–5.3)

13.0 (11.5–14.5)

6 (5.1–5.4)c,d [2]

Adjusted morbidity rate, % population
using R0

NA

62–84

65–79

NA

67–94

64e [3]

Excess mortality, % of population (95%
CI)

NA

NA

2.4

NA

NA

0.4 (.3–.7)f [2]

Reported CFR, % (95% CI)

42 (40–43)

54 (49–59)

66 (64–67)

65 (62–58)

68 (59–78)

~2g [2]

Adjusted CFR, % using R0

NA

6–8

4–5

NA

9–13

<2g

% of cases in patients <5 y

NA

Reported morbidity rate, % of population
(95% CI)

Water source
Population

97 952

NA

8.4

NA

NA

Local streams

Municipal pipes

NA

Local lake

8621

138 030

~48 000

2258

Abbreviations: CFR, case fatality ratio; CI, confidence interval; NA, not available.
aCalculated

using exponential growth method.

bArtibonite-adjacent

communes.

cPort-au-Prince.
dFirst

4 months.

eVibriocidal

titer ≥80 in Artibonite basin.

fGonaives.
gNationwide.
hFirst

2 years.
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13.1g,h [2]
Often untreated well/surface
water [4]
2 723 538c [2]

data reported R0 values ranging from 1.9 to 550.9 [25], a range
that likely reflects poor data quality rather than the true variability in cholera transmissibility. The unique availability of daily
morbidity counts of cholera cases from surveillance efforts in
3 Danish cities allowed for more accurate R0 estimates, so that
our point estimates ranged from 1.7 to 2.6 (Figure 2). These estimates are in good agreement with R0 estimates from the most
affected regions of the Haitian outbreak of 1.8 (1.64–2.00) [41].
From the R0 values, and assuming homogeneous mixing within
each city’s population, we estimated the likely final epidemic
size (true attack rate) to range from 64% to 96%, which includes
milder and asymptomatic cholera cases. This reassessment
demonstrates that the majority of the population in the Danish
cities was infected with cholera (and presumably gained immunity) following their singular outbreak experience in the 1850s.
We next looked at the age-specific risk of contracting cholera
and found that for both the Haitian and historic Copenhagen
epidemics, the majority of cholera cases were in people >5 years
of age. In Haiti, 13.1% of cases [2] were in children <5 years,
compared to 8.4% in Copenhagen (Table 3). Both settings had
a similar population age structure, dominated by children and
young adults [42, 43]. The availability of denominators in the
Copenhagen setting allowed for comparison of attack rates between age groups, showing that the majority of both cholera
cases and deaths were in older adults. This differs from cholera
in endemic settings such as Bangladesh, where most cases occur
in young children, probably due to partial or complete immunity in adults [44].
One limitation of our comparison of the Danish and Haitian
epidemics is that we are comparing country-level data in Haiti
with city-level data in Denmark, and we can only infer, from a
recent phylogenetic study of the 1849 Philadelphia cholera outbreak [38], that it was presumably classical O1 cholera which
caused the epidemic in Copenhagen. Furthermore, although
both settings had high infant (<1 year old) mortality rates, the
mortality in Denmark (~150 per 1000) [20] was higher than in
Haiti (50.9 per 1000) [42]. Additionally, the Haitian epidemic
continues to produce new cases 7 years after introduction, while
the Danish epidemics were of short duration in each location
(<4 months), possibly due to the lack of an environmental reservoir in the Danish setting. However, the similarities in the
epidemics show that cholera of modern outbreak settings can
be considered comparable to that of 19th-century Europe from
an epidemiological perspective.
For the benefit of improved parameterization for mathematical models, we have provided the first estimate of a serial interval for cholera in an outbreak setting. Previous estimates from
household studies in endemic settings show a range for the
serial interval of 0–9 days [45]. Our point estimate of 3.7 days
is, however, likely biased downward because the nature of our
data made it less likely to capture long-cycle transmission.
Furthermore, the data did not allow us to ascertain transmission

chains after the first few generations in each chain, meaning this
assessment is best suited to identifying pairs of human-to-human transmission events in the early generations of transmission. Other research investigating epidemics over longer time
scales have concluded that long-cycle transmission contributes
significantly to epidemic transmission [5, 46]. To fully explore
the incongruity between these results and ours requires higher-resolution data of the subpopulations of the Danish cities
over the full course of the epidemic.
Taken together, our quantitative and qualitative study of the
singular 19th-century Danish cholera experience shows that
short-cycle human-to-human transmission following close
contact with cholera patients played a critical role, at least in
the seeding and the initial stages of the outbreaks. Accordingly,
addressing early cholera transmission in contemporary outbreak settings would benefit from including a focus on domestic and institutional infection control measures, such as
safe water collection, handling, treatment, and storage, as well
as limiting transmission via food or contact with bodily fluids
from patients. Additionally, some interventions, such as water
chlorination, affect both long-cycle and short-cycle transmission. Specifically, tackling household- and hospital-based transmission early in an outbreak, as was done in the recent 2014
Ebola outbreak, could be important in preventing larger-scale
cholera epidemics.
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